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51 No. Description of Services Rates in Indian Ruppes (INR) (For net cargo weight Tariff Fixed 

A IMPORTANT OPERATION i)For bagged/packed cargo 

1.Unloading of Import cargo/goods from Pakistani a)weighing upto 25 kg Rs. per bag/ package 3.30 
Trucks/Road vehicles into Import godown/open 
yard and their proper stacking/pilling in the b) weighing above 25 kg upto 50 kg Rs. per 4.00 

designated area and inventory thereof as per bag/package 
Clause-XVIII-A 

c)weighing above 50 kg upto 75 kg Rs. per 7.25 

bag/package 

d) weighing above 75 kg upto 100 kg per 11.00 

bag/package 

e) Weighing above 100 kg upto 150 kg Rs.__ per 16.50 

bag/package/pallet. 

f) weighing above 100 kg upto 100 kg Rs. . per 33.00 

bag/package/pallet. 

g) weighing above 300 kg upto 500 kg Rs. per 55.00 

bag/package/pallet 

h) weighing above 500 kg upto IMT Rs. per 110.00 

bag/pallet 

i)weighing above IMT upto 2MT Rs. per 165.00 

bag/package/pa lIet 

j)weighing above 2 MT upto 3 MT Rs. per 220.00 

bag/package/pallet. 
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2.Destacking of cargo/goods for facilitating custom 
examination and loading the same on the road 
vehicles as provided by importer/CHA,s as per 
C1ause-XVIII-A 

I 
I 

k)weighing above 3MT Rs. per bag 

/packge/pallet. 

I)Bags/packages of commodity such as cement, POP 

and Gypsum powder weighing upto 50 kg. Rs. 

per bag/kg 

m)loose cargo Rs. per MT 

i)For bagged/packaged cargo 
. h' k R 

per bag/package. a)welg Ing upto 25 g s.
 

b)weighing above 52\ kg upto 50 kg per bag/ package
 

c) weighing above 50 kg upto 75kg per bag/
 

package.
 

d)weighing above 75 kg upto 100 kg per bag/
 

package
 

e)weighing above 100 kg upto 150 kg Rs. per
 

bag/package/pallet.
 

f)weighing above 150 kg upto 300 kg for Rs. .
 

per bag/package/pallet.
 

g)weighing above 300 kg upto 500 kg per bag/
 

package
 

h)weighing above 500 kg upto 1MT Rs. per
 

bagJpackageJpalIet.
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550.00 

3.50.00
 

67.50 

3.30 

4.00 

7.25 

11.00 

16.50 
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55.00 

110.00 
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i)weighing above lMT upto 2MT Rs. per 165.00 

bag/package/pallet. 

j) weighing above 2MT upto 3MT Rs. per 220.00 

bag/package/pallet. 

k)weighing above 3MT Rs. per/pkg/pallet. 500.00 

I) Bags/packages of commodity such as cement, POP 3.50 

and Gysum Powder weighing upo 50 kg. Rs. 

per bag/pkg. 

iii) Loose Ca rgo Rs. per MT 67.50 

3. Unloading required number of bags/packages 1) Rate per truck such as float glass, household goods, and other 
from the import cargo loaded Trucks/Road Vehicles 

similar nature goods except liquid cargo 
for custom examination and clearance and 
reloading in the Trucks/Road Vehicles for a)Cargo Weighing upto 10MT Rs. 1800.00 
transshipment 

b)Cargo weighing above 10MT upto 20 MT Rs. 3465.00 

c)Cargo weighing above 20MT upto 30 MT Rs. 4200.00 

d)Cargo weighing above 30MT Rs. 4560.00 

II)Rate per truck for liquid cargp 

a)Cargo weighing upto 10MT Rs. 1000.00 

b)Cargoweighing above 10MT upto 20MTRs._ 1200.00 

c)Cargo weighing above 20MT upto 30MT Rs._ 1400.00 
-
d)Cargo weighing above 30MT Rs.
 

B I EXPORT OPERATIONS [)For bagged/packaged cargo
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1 Unloading of Export cargo/goods from a)weighing upto 25 kg Rs. per bag/package 3.00
 
Export Cargos loaded Trucks/Road
 

b)weighing above 25 kg upto 50 kg Rs. pervehicles into Export warehouse/open yard
 
and their proper stacking/pilling in the bag/ package
 
designated area and inventory thereof as
 

r)weighing above 50 kg upto 75 kg. Rs. 7.25per Clause-XVIII-B(l) 
per bag/package 

~)weighing  above 75 kg upto 100 kg Rs. 11.00 

per bag / package 

~)weighing above 100 kg upto 150 kg Rs 15.50 

per bag/package/pallet. 

nweighing above 150 kg to 300 kg Rs. _ per 16.50 

bag/package/pallet 
. 

~)weighing above 300 kg upto 5PO kg Rs . 50.00 

per bag/package/pallet. 

h)weighing above 500 kg to lMT Rs. _per 150.00 

bag/package/pallet 

I) weighing above lMT upto 2MT Rs. per 155.00 

bag/package/pallet 

") weighing above 2MT upto 3MT Rs. _ per 200.00 

bag/package/pallet 

k)weighing above 3MT Rs per/pkg/pallet 275.00 

2 De-stackinq of Export CarC1o/Goods for ff)For baqqed/packaqed carqo 
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custom examination/clearance and loading a)weighing upto 25 kg Rs. per 3.00 
into the trucks/Road Vehicle and 

bag/package
maintining the inventory thereof as per
 
Clause-XVIII-B(ll) !b)weighing above 25 kg upto 50 kg Rs.
 5.25 

per bag/package 

~)weighing above 50 kg upto 75 kg Rs. 7.25 

per bag/package 

p)weighing above 75 kg upto 100 kg Rs. 11.00 

per bag/package 

e)weighing above 100 kg upto 150 kg Rs. 15.50 

per bag/package/ pallet. 

f)weighing above 150 kg to 300 kgRs. per 16.50 

bag/package/ pallet. I 

g)weighing above 300 kg upto 500 kg Rs. 50.00
 

per bag/package/ pallet.
 

h)weighing above 500 kg up to 1MT Rs. 150.00
 

per bag/package/ pallet.
 
----~--

)weighing above 1MT upto 2 MT Rs. per 155.00 

ibag/package/ pallet. 

")weighing above 2 MT UP to 3 MT Rs. per 200.00 

bag/package/ pallet. 

~Weighing above 3 MT Rs. per /pkg/pallet L275.00 
I 
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3 I Unloading required number of Rate per Truck 

bags/packages from the export cargo 
a)Trucks/Road Vehicles carrying soyameal & other

loaded trucks/Road Vehicles for custom 
examination and clearance4 and reloading Agricultural Commodities Rs 
the bags/packages on the trucks/Road I •• 

Vehicles for export and also for b)Trucks/Road Vehicles carrying tomato, vegetables, 

maintaining inventory thereof as per ruits and other perishable items Rs.__ 
Cia use-XVIII-SCIII) 

c)Trucks/Road Vehicles carrying engineering goods, 

~utomobiles/automotive & construction material etc. 

1545.00 

2145.00 

1600.00 

Rs 

~)Trucks/Road Vehicles carrying liqUid cargo in 1575.00 

barrels or tankers Rs.-

I 

I 

I 

I 

~)  Trucks/Road Vehicles carrying FMCG & 

harmaceuticals goods Rs.__ ' 
. 

nTrucks/Road Vehicles carrying other industrial 

~oods Rs.__ 

~)Trucks/Road  Vehicles carrying house hold goods 

1600 

1545.00 

1525.00 

I Rs.-

~ 

I~ 

Shifting/movement of cargo/goods from 
one place to another in the Cargo 
Complex/open yard as per Clause-XVII-C 

~gged/Packaged cargo Rs. 
ii)Loose cargo Rs. 

per gtl. 
per qtl. 

24.00 
50.00 


